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Open Access Publishing in a nutshell
Research is freely accessible to/reusable by everyone at publication
Sustained by Article Pressing Charges (APCs)
Paid by authors of accepted papers
Authors keep the copyright

This is an Open Presentation: please credit the author
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Prof Arnold’s retraction (Science 2019)
Results could not be reproduced
Key experiments missing, too busy to properly check the submission
“Schön scandal” Bell Labs (New Jersey, USA), 2001
Non-conducting molecules can be turned into semi-conductors.
Almost a Nobel prize.. Other labs couldn’t reproduce the same results
Fabricated data, experimental evidence vanished...
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70% failed to reproduce other’s experiments
50% failed to reproduce their own!

https://www.nature.com/news/1-500-scientists-lift-the-lid-on-reproducibility-1.19970
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Solutions?
Results, data, methods, algorithms
should be
available, accessible, reusable
https://www.nature.com/news/1-500-scientists-lift-the-lid-on-reproducibility-1.19970
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• Boost innovation through knowledge transfer
• Support dissemination, public awareness
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Dear Sir,

We (Mr. Rosen and I) had sent you our manuscript for publication and had
not authorized you to show it to specialists before it is printed. I see no
reason to address the — in any case erroneous — comments of your
anonymous expert. On the basis of this incident I prefer to publish the paper
elsewhere.
Respectfully,
Albert Einstein
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Peer review is necessary to ensure scientific rigour, but…
Open issues: reliability, accuracy, bias, favouritisms, self-interest…
How do we improve peer review?
Double blind, Transparent peer review, “Self-organized” peer-review?
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OS needs active effort towards
new research practices.
Reusability must be planned.
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41567-018-0342-2
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The cost of publishing
eLife: OA non-profit journal supported by Wellcome Trust, Max Planck Society and
Howard Hughes Medical Institute.
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has running costs sustained by Cornell University, Simons
Increase with the
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https://www.springernature.com/gp/openOA deals as for PlanS are not sustainable for developing countries,
waivers are not enough to
research/institutional-agreements/oaforgermany
support
publicationswaivers!
 PlanS is benefitting only Western countries
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Keep reading, keep thinking, keep discussing
Is open access widening the gap between rich and poor countries?

What is the best way to evaluate a researcher’s career?
Shall negative/positive attempts to reproduce be published?
Is CC-BY the best license or it would be better to reserve some rights?

Are OA deals sustainable for developing countries?
How can we improve peer review?
What is responsibility of reviewers and what is not?
Does impact factor matter?
Are we facing a “reproducibility crisis”?

Thank you for listening!
ariannabottinelli@gmail.com
@ArihBoh

